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About This Content

Cults have arisen around the worship of strange gods. Will you embrace these new religions and build wonders to them in your
cities, or purge them from your land? Will you hunt down rumors of dark clad warriors, when those that ignore their orders end
up dead? Will you join a cult drinking and celebrating as they burn ancient libraries to the ground, or save the books and burn

the cultists instead?

As this happens new, unique, creatures have appeared in Elemental. The demon Cnotta, who has long been restrained beneath
Umber's Adytum Orphanage, has been freed. A diminutive alchemist's attempt to permanently increase his size only affected

his skeleton, a tragedy a necromancer has taken advantage of to create a colossal skeleton.

Many more surprises await in the Quest Pack including new improvements, weapons, armor, items, monsters and of course new
events that make every game different.
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1st impression -- haven't really played it enough for a review.

love - Deep Space Waifu - wanted another game like it...
ignored negative reviews - purchased... sigh...
i hate to say it - but no - just stick with Deep Space Waifu...
. Got this while it was on sale, Definitely worth it then because i already had scorched earth and extinction was not on sale, Still
worth it now only if you don't have any of the maps. Excellent game.. Limited replay value but still really fun and polished.
Highly recommend.. Really nice time management game. Good story and great graphics. Lots of fun if you ilke the genre.
I can highly recommend it...
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I've been playing since the pre-alpha. I love it!. clearly the test game for the TRIALS series. It's playable. 5\/10

Do not pay anything above 1.99 for it.

. A fun game especially with friends my only and major issue was with the controls it took us a bit to figure out how to navigate
the menu as it only shows buttons for a controller, Which would be fine but when I used my steam controller it still didn\u2019t
work even tried a PS4 controller. We had to use each key on the keyboard to figure out what did what!!! If you can get past that
its worth playing with friends!. I get it with a discount of 90% (about for 0.30 cents).
No words about this game.
You have to play it to understand what is all about.
It's kinda funny game.
I liked that.

 Russians are everywhere! . This is a Mahjong game with some type of story with it.
I did not follow the story and instead just tried to solve the puzzles which is really fun.
It isn't very expensive for the experience that you get,however I wouldn't pay the steam price for it.. One of the best narrative
games in the century. 100/10

P.S: Always play this with the narrator on for best experience. It hurts more to play this game then it hurts to stick
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665up your eurethra.. Simply a lot of fun! Similar to PS MotorStorm but IMHO
more fun since you have more free roaming and game types than in MotorStorm. Also I am using XBoxOne controller which
works like a charm and it is highly recommended.

10/10

Have fun!. TL;DR- The game needs a lot of work before I can recommend it.

I'm afraid I can't give this game a recommendation. While it has a lot of promise, it needs far more work to actually be a game I
would suggest to a friend to buy. It reminds me a lot of other, similar games but lacks a key feature that those city-
builder/survival games have and that is a motivation to the AI controlled villagers.

In a game like Banished or Dwarf Fortress, which I am greatly reminded of, the villagers are outside of your control, but they
have various jobs or tasks that they prioritize which allows for you to create a thriving village without having to hope that your
villagers bump into the things you need them to bump into, as is the case with this game.

It's possible that the randomly roaming villagers is actually intended to be a feature and that you should design your cities around
that, but in my opinion that is a flawed premise and does not make for enjoyable gameplay.. A really nice cooperative game!
Although it's a bit short, but the whole experience is fulfilling.

More types of campaign mode would be great, I really don't mind purchasing DLC for that.
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